Games: Digital Card Games and 'Wednesday Madness'
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• **Valve Gets Into Digital Card Games By Announcing "Artifact"** [2]

  Valve dropped a teaser overnight on finally a new, original game... Artifact. They describe it as a "Dota card game" for those interested.

  Artifact is drawing mixed responses so far on YouTube and Reddit from those that were hoping Valve's next game would be another installment of Half Life, Portal, or Left 4 Dead rather than a digital card game themed around Dota. Details on Artifact are still very limited, but that it will be released in 2018.

• **Valve announce a new game that's not Half-Life 3, introducing 'Artifact', a card game** [3]

  Artifact, a new card game based on the Dota 2 universe has been announced by Valve as the latest kick in the balls for everyone waiting on Half-Life 3.

• **Wednesday Madness, a quick look at some good Linux gaming deals** [4]